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Chertsey Weir
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Cover photo: Daryl on the Ock

Want to send info to the Trasher?
Send images and words to kcc.trasher@gmail.com or send a CD to:
3, Rose Avenue, Abingdon OX14 1XX
This years AGM will be held on the 10th November at the Wantage Cricket
club. The proposed agenda is on page 22 of this issue of the Trasher.
The beginning of July saw KCC’s annual ‘Aunt Sally’ evening in the Fox Inn at
Steventon. If you don’t know what Aunt Sally is go here:
http://www.thefoxatsteventon.co.uk/aunt_sally.htm

A couple of days before that was the end of beginners course BBQ and the
official opening of the new KCC Boat Hut. Tony, the oldest serving club member
we could find, performed the ribbon cutting duties.
Also after an absence of several decades the stuffed Kingfisher was returned to
the club.
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QUICK

U HEARD
IT HERE…

BLASTS

Fishing for canoeists
Pike catches canoeist or was it the
other way round?
1 Took some friends for a paddle
up the Ock over the bank holiday
2 Pulled the canoes out at the
upper weir and prepared to seal
launch
3 Steve got in the boat and was
pushed in gently
4 Dangled a hand in the water as
bait…
5 Shouted as the boat capsized
and the pike bit
6 Pulled hand out with 10inch
pike attached and dropped
into canoe
7 Emptied canoe of water and
with it pike
8 Administered first aid to stem
flow of blood from finger (thank
you Neil Jordan)
9 Offered technique to passing
fisherman who had just bought
some bait
10 Too late with camera to record
the catch
Alastair



WAVEHOPPERIZATION INITIATION OPPORTUNITY FOR ALL !!!! Come and
Try It session.
Saturday September 27th 2pm at the Club.
I am offering the possibility of an introduction to Wavehopper paddling for
anybody that would like to have a go, find out about them. This is suitable for
new members, old hands. in fact anyone!! We have 2 wavehoppers based at
the club and I will have borrowed several more for this weekend as it is the
Ock Boatercross/ Wavehopper Race the following day between Pathfinders ,
Riverside and Kingfisher (see item elsewhere for details or contact me.)
Basically Wavehoppers are plastic whitewater racers,that are slightly different
to paddle.Even if you don`t want to race they are good for forward paddling
technique and in line with the B.C.U. philosophy of trying paddling in different
styles of boat.
The session could last for a couple of hours or so and could include any, some or
all of these elements, depending on what people want.
History, Rationale, aims and Development of Wavehopperization (don`t worry it
ain`t no PhD thesis, just a couple of minutes, that`s all I know!!)
Forward paddling
Balance/pedalling/stability/speed tradeoff
Turning/anticipation/river reading
Running Ock Weir
Sprints
I`m no expert on any of the above, but the opportunity is there if people want to
come and try and experiment!!
All I would ask is people phone or email me in good time if they would be
interested so that I know that it is worth turning up. If I get no response I won`t
be there.
Whatever happens hope to see y`all at the Ock Boatercross/Wavehopper Event
and BYO BBQ on the Sunday!!

Scotland trip
Just a reminder that if you are
thinking of coming on the Scotland
kayaking trip in October (25th Oct
till 1st Nov) can you let yourselves
known to Fred Wondre or myself
please?
I know a number of people have
already indicated that they were
interested, if you’re one of them
would you mind sticking your hand
up to be counted again.
Two challets have been booked
by Fred at the normal place in Roy
Bridge and it would be nice to fill
them all again this year.
Cheers, Simon
Adventure Paddlers Weekend
Also a remider for the diary
as promised, the Adventure
Paddlers Weekend at the Dart,
you know you want to come...
http://www.tvfreestylers.co.uk/
index.php/2008/07/15/gene-17adventure-paddlers-weekend-67thdecember-2008/
River Dart trip 10-12th Oct
Not to be missed!
Please return form (attached/
enclosed) to Tony Wilkins by
26/9/08. See form for details.

Dave Surman 01865 373115

KCC Triathlon 2008 (more on page 6…)
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THE SURMANATOR
TRASH TRIP QUOTIENT
Dr. El Surmanator
Faculty of Aquatic Statistics

G
+
/H

Institute of Whitewater Science
The Trash Trip Quotient (TTQ) can be worked out by dividing the number
of s words (I can`t bring myself to use the swim word) by the number of
people to give the average S count. This is then divided by the average
number of hours spent on the water per day times the total gradings for
all runs(as defined in the Knowles Alps guides).

vS
A
=

TTC

This gives a formula:
Total trash count TTC= AvS/H +G
Where Av.S=Average swim count over trip
H = Average number of hours spent on water per day
G = Total gradings for all runs including repeat runs.
The Total trash count is then divided by the total number of paddling
days to give the TTQ

TTQ

=TT
C/d

TTQ=TTC/d
where d = number of paddling days.

Trash your diary!

-

Okay so you guyz that got O level or G.C.S.E. Maths (I failed mine three
times) get working out the TTQ for India.
Note to calculate carefully noting that one should sometimes use totals
and sometimes averages.

September 2008
1

2 Improvers course
3 Monthly Meeting:
20:30 at The Fox Inn,
29 High Street,
Steventon
OX13 6RZ
4 Oxfordshire Paddlesport
Pool Session
20:00 –  21:30
5
6

7 Todd Morris Memorial
KCC Triathlon
8

9 Improvers course
10 Club Night
11 Oxfordshire Paddlesport
Pool Session
12
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13 Canoe Camping Club
- Poole Harbour
14 Canoe Camping Club
- Poole Harbour
15
16

17 Club Night
18 KCC Pool Session
19

20 Pyranha-fest on Tryweryn
21 Pyranha-fest on Tryweryn
22
23

24 Club Night
25 PYCC Pool Session
26
27

28 Ockfest Wavehopper &
Boatercross
14:00 – 17:30
29
30

October 2008
1 Monthly Meeting:
20:30 at The Fox Inn,
29 High Street,
Steventon
OX13 6RZ
2 KCC Pool Session
3
4
5
6
7
8

9
10
11
12
13

PYCC Pool Session
Tony’s Dart weekend
Tony’s Dart weekend
Tony’s Dart weekend

14
15

16 KCC Pool Session

17
18
19

20 KCC AGM (booking TBC)
21
22

23 PYCC Pool Session
24

25 Scotland week ( til 1st
November)
26
27
28
29
30
31
31

10th November
AGM 8pm
Wantage Cricket club


Pool Timetable
For information, all pool session dates are shown below for 2008/2009.
Please note that KCC members only have access on the KCC dates:
SEP

04
OPDT

11
OPDT

18
KCC

25
PF

OCT

02
KCC

09
PF

16
KCC

23
PF

NOV

06
SCOUTS

13
SCOUTS

20
SCOUTS

27
PF

DEC

04
KCC

11
PF

18
XMAS

25
XMAS

JAN

01
XMAS

08
KCC

15
PF

22
SCOUTS

FEB

05
SCOUTS

12
KCC

19
1/2 TERM

26
PF

MAR

05
KCC

12
PF

19
SCOUTS

26
SCOUTS

APR

2
SCOUTS

09
EASTER

30
1/2 TERM

29
SCOUTS

…
2007

2008
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Todd Morris Memorial

Dave Hodgkinson

KCC Triathlon 2008
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This year provided the toughest triathlon yet. It included paddling against the
Thames in spate and cycling through a mud bath. The only consolation for
paddling to the Nag’s Head against the current was whizzing downstream along
with the current.
Despite a lack of sun, the rain managed to stay at away long enough for the event
and BBQ to be completed in the dry. This was lucky as Dave Surman had left half
of the Gazebo at home. We had a good turn out of athletes and spectators.
I was robbed the opportunity to win due to a puncture on his (well Simon’s) bike
5 mins into the cycle stage.

Iain Shield
ak
Fastest kay

A special award for determination goes to Isaac who completed the event
despite capsizing near the start of the kayak event. Despite being soaked, he
completed the event in a respectable time.
Unfortunately no one from Todd’s family could attend this time but they sent their
regards. Kate says if anyone finds themselves in Cornwall, she’d love to see you.
A total of £95 was raised during the event for Cancer Backup
(www.cancerbackup.org.uk). Hopefully my employer (Vodafone) will match this
as I organised the event.

Michael Neil
Fastest cycle
Andy McMahon
Fastest run

You are all allowed a couple of weeks break before your 2009 triathlon training
regime begins. I am looking forward to seeing more of the club and friends of the
club taking part in the event next year. It really isn’t as tough as it seems, and dare
I say it but it’s actually good fun!

Name

Total

2006

2005

Total

Total

Total

Kayak

Cycle

1 Michael Neil

0:19:54

0:23:23 0:23:36

2 Andy McMahon

0:19:15

0:27:25

3 Iain Shield

0:18:27 0:24:53

0:25:04

1:08:24

4 Andy Newell

0:19:08

0:27:01

0:27:16

1:13:25

01:11:09

5 Lee Gill

0:19:02

0:28:32

0:27:57

1:15:31

01:08:52 01:11:49

6 Neil Murton

0:19:52

0:28:27

0:31:58

1:20:17

01:12:52 01:24:12

7 Dave Surman

0:30:26

0:33:20

0:26:55

1:30:41

01:08:22 01:19:07 01:13:43

N/A

0:23:34

N/A

01:00:41 01:02:17 01:01:44

8 Dave Hodgkinson 0:19:38

Run

2007
1:06:53

0:21:30 1:08:10

01:09:11
01:04:25 01:08:24 01:08:07

Joe Callard
U18s winner

01:09:52

U18s
1 Joe Callard

0:22:01 0:23:36 0:22:20 1:07:57

01:17:33

2 Will Bradbury

0:23:56

0:25:49

0:29:45

1:19:30

01:10:46

3 Chyavan Rees

0:26:49

0:31:28

0:28:37

1:26:54

01:17:57

4 Isaac Jordan

0:29:58

0:26:35

0:37:57

1:34:30

Dave Hodgkinson withdrew from race due to puncture • Isaac Jordan capsized
and swam during the kayaking • Isaac Jordan did one lap during cycle
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Telegraph. 12 June 2008

People who injure themselves
during hazardous sporting activities
can blame no one but themselves,
the appeal court has ruled.
By Graham Tibbetts
The judgment, which could help
protect the leisure industry from
future litigation, came in a case in
which a young man “with everything
to live for” was left paralysed after
falling from a climbing wall.
Gary Poppleton, now 32, fell and
landed head first on matting when
he attempted to leap across a gap
from the climbing wall to a bar on
an adjacent wall at the Peter Ashley
Activities Centre in Portsmouth,
Hants, in 2002.
Last July at the High Court he was
found to be 75 per cent to blame for
the accident and the centre 25 per
cent responsible.
As a result he was entitled to a
quarter of a £4 million compensation
award because the centre had
breached its duty of care by failing to
warn him that the matting did not
provide complete protection against
injury.
But three appeal judges have
overturned the decision, ruling that
Mr Poppleton was wholly to blame
and denying him the award. He had
not received any money while the
appeal took place.
They rejected his claim that the
centre should not have allowed
him to climb without assessing him
first, otherwise it would have wide
ranging implications for dry ski slopes,
mountain bike tracks, swimming in
pools or the sea and gymnasiums.

Lord Justice May, sitting with Lord
Justice Richards and Sir Paul Kennedy,
said: “Adults who choose to engage
in physical activities which obviously
give rise to a degree of unavoidable
risk may find that they have no means
of recompense if the risk materialises
so that they are injured.”

experienced climbers.

He added: “It is to my mind
quite obvious that no amount of
matting will avoid absolutely the
risk of possibly severe injury from an
awkward fall...

He said he would not have
attempted to make his “disastrous”
leap if he had been climbing outside
without safety matting.

“Mr Poppleton’s evidence was that
he did not think it was that risky,
indicating he knew there was a risk.”
Later in his judgement, Lord Justice
May said: “There being inherent
and obvious risks in the activity
which Mr Poppleton was voluntarily
undertaking, the law did not require
the trustees (of the climbing centre)
to prevent him from undertaking
it, nor to train him or supervise him
while he did it, or see that others did
so.
“If the law required training or
supervision in this case, it would
equally be required for a multitude of
other commonplace leisure activities
which nevertheless carry with them a
degree of obvious inherent risk - as for
instance bathing in the sea.”
Mr Poppleton, a keen cyclist who
had worked for Bass brewery since
the age of 19, had attended the
centre with friends who were more

Mr Poppleton, who lives in
Churchdown, Gloucestershire, was
taking part in “bouldering” - low-level
free climbing without ropes – when
he fell from a height of about 1.45
metres (5 ft) after jumping towards a
bar on an adjacent wall.

But at an April hearing, William
Norris QC, acting for the trustees,
argued that to find them liable “would
be over-regulation and what is now
referred to daily as the nanny state”
Mr Norris said it was “fundamentally
absurd” to describe the crash mat as a
“hidden or latent danger” which had
lured Mr Poppleton into a false sense
of security.
Speaking after the appeal, he said
the ruling provided some protection
for companies involved in risky
activities.
“These individuals who freely
use artificial ski slopes, climbing
areas, riding schools and adventure
playgrounds are responsible for their
own safety cannot expect those
who simply provided the facility to
supervise and guard them against the
consequences of their own stupidity.
To do otherwise would be ‘nanny
state’,” he said.
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KCC in
print!
For those that don’t
get a copy of the
Abingdon Herald…
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Slow Round the
Bend Friend
‘Do you wanna go paddling in India?’
Now there’s a question that I
didn’t have to think about. If I
could somersault I would have
been spinning around the
room, I was that excited! What
a combination: the cultural
kaleidoscope, mind-boggling
bureaucracy and abject poverty
of India united with crystal
clear rivers flowing out of the
Himalayas. It was a trip that
dreams are made of and Mark
was prepared to guide eleven
willing ‘sheep’ in the direction
of the rivers of Uttaranchal and
Himachal Pradesh.
And then came four months of
worry. You have to understand that I’m
no hero expedition boater. Just your
average ‘club’ paddler who can cope
with grade 4 on a good day. This trip
provided a whole new terrain of things
to think about: flying with boats, plane
weight restrictions, unknown rivers,
multi-day trips, the plethora of new
kit and then the paddling with loaded
boats. The only saving grace was India.
I had been there before and knew that
it is a universe unto itself.
As tends to happen with these
things, I arrived at Heathrow ready to
go. Everything was somehow packed
into the boat and one small piece of
hand luggage. Twelve people and
boats made it to Delhi without a hitch
and were met by two minibuses as

we’d arranged. We were soon heading
north away from the plains on roads
that seemed exceptionally quiet. We
discovered it was Holi, or the Festival of
Colours, a Hindu celebration of the start
of spring that involves covering your
fellows, head to toe, in powdered paint.
It’s not often that you are confronted
by bright crimson people. But it was all
to our advantage because we made
it to Rishikesh without delay, only to
find we were getting onto a river after
30 hours of travelling and no sleep. I
was beginning to realise that this trip
wouldn’t be taking any prisoners.
Rishikesh is the home of yoga,
ashrams and hippies, all helped by
a visit from the Beatles in the 1960s.
Seventy kilometres north of Rishikesh,
the Bhagirathi and the Alaknanda
rivers converge to form the Ganges,
the holiest river in India. We planned
to paddle a section of the Ganges
that is regularly rafted, as a ‘warm-up’.
Views of the river from the road way
above suggested long flat sections
interspersed with
rapids. Roll on my
first experience
of shrink-o-vision.
These rapids
turned out to be
HUGE wave trains.
It’s quite difficult to
stay upright when
waves are colliding
somewhere
above your head.
Combined with no

sleep, this makes your head spin, quite
literally. We had our first three swims
here, but surely they don’t count if
they are jetlag induced?
Having survived our first river, we
temporarily lost the buses only to be
reunited after dark. We then had to
contend with the complex routine that
was tying the boats, sideways with
overhang, onto the very small and
decidedly pathetic roof racks of the
buses. None of which was helped by the
dark, our lack of sleep and being parked
directly underneath the spaghetti that is
India’s electricity supply.
Having attended to the necessities
of food and sleep, we left Rishikesh
and embarked on our two-week
experience driving on tortuous
switch-back mountain roads. Once we
had made it clear to our driver that
we didn’t relish suicidal acceleration
towards blind corners, the journey
towards the Alaknanda was slightly
less traumatic. Government signs
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proclaiming ‘You are licensed to drive,
not fly’ at the side of the road didn’t
really help our nerve. After spending all
day driving (it was less than 200km –
you get an idea of the roads) we made
it to Karanprayag, where the tributary
river Pindar meets the Alaknanda,
and found ourselves a rather posh (by
Indian standards – it had tablecloths)
riverside hotel and a fantastic meal of
every vegetarian curry imaginable.
The next day, feeling refreshed
and ready for action, we travelled up
the Pindar. We found a suitable get
on, overlooking the first rapid. In
what was to become the norm,
we were soon surrounded by
fascinated villagers. Westerners are
a novelty and even more so ones
sporting large brightly coloured
plastic ‘rafts’. The crowd was always
made up of children and men; the
women were far too busy working
to bother with the entertainment
provided by our appearance.
The first rapid, again, turned out
to be harder than it looked. The
technical, boulder choked, grade 4
rapid claimed our next swimmer.
The Pindar proved itself to be a
truly wonderful grade 3/4 blue
water Alpine style river that just
kept going and going.
We called it a day 9km short
of Karanprayag only to be
confronted by Park Officials who
seemed to think that we didn’t
have permission to be on the
Pindar. Officially you don’t need
permission and, due to difficulties
reported by another group, we had
actually pre-arranged a letter granting
access. Unfortunately the Park Officials
couldn’t read English and a twoday stand off ensued while Indian
bureaucracy was set in motion. The
end result was an annoying delay and
a 5000/- (£60) permit fee that probably
lined several pockets.
Delays aside, we travelled farther
up the Alaknanda to Chamoli to
commence a 2/3 day self-supporting
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trip. This is where our boat packing skills
were tested to the full. Camping gear
and several days’ food can be made
to fit in the back of kayak. We were
cheered onto the river by an entire
school only to find that Mark’s memory
of a raging monsoon river relates
directly to a raging non-monsoon river.
This section of the Alaknanda had both
volume and gradient and made for
what was, personally, the scariest day
of the whole trip. Adding a loaded boat
to a grade 4+ river (i.e. the hardest river
I’ve ever paddled) provides a whole
new level of anxiety. I have never before

experienced paddling that involved
using every chicken shoot going. We
paddled so carefully that not a single
swim or epic occurred. Well apart
from Simon’s failed must-make ferry
glide that resulted in a side-surf on
an upstream cushion wave, followed
by a backwards descent through the
pour-overs we were trying to avoid. He
survived completely unscathed! I only
later discovered that he hadn’t intended
to run the rapid and had misjudged his
entry into the sneak route.

The first night was spent camping by
Nandprayag, where the (now dammed)
Nandakini river joins the Alaknanda.
We were directly above Hillary’s
Step rapid, the rapid that halted Sir
Edmund Hillary’s ‘Ocean to Sky’ jet-boat
expedition up the Alaknanda in 1977.
This is an unpleasant grade 5 rapid, with
a grade 4 sneak route. Result: grade 4
for breakfast.
Day 2 on the Alaknanda was a little
less traumatic; the grade 4 rapids
eased some and I could finally relax
slightly. I still managed to discover that
it is remarkably easy to back loop
a loaded boat. We managed to
cover the 20km to Karanprayag
in the morning, had luncheon in
our favourite riverside hotel and
carried on downstream for a few
more hours. The gorge below
Karanprayag still provided some
technical grade 4 to keep us on
our toes before we made camp on
a beautiful riverside beach.
This turned out to be the best
spot ever on two accounts:
1) we were on the other side of
the river to the road and so were
not invaded by curious locals and
2) we were audience to a hundred
or so monkeys doing circus style
acrobatics on the opposite bank.
Fantastic, until we discovered
the scorpions in our kit the next
morning!
Our calculations estimated
that day three on the Alaknanda
should take one to two hours, but
actually took all day. The highlight
was the entrance rapid to Rudraprayag
gorge; a long impressive wave train
that squeezed through a narrow gap
into a sheer sided gorge overlooked by
an obligatory temple.
Our journey continued to another
tributary of the Alaknanda, the
Mandakini. Another beautiful technical
grade 3/4 river that unfortunately
smelt somewhat unpleasant. The
desire to not ingest this water was
very strong. The river made its final

10

descent to Rudraprayag through an
impressive gorge, with rapids up to
grade 4+. The heart stopping moment
of the trip occurred whilst loading the
bus above the gorge; Mark stepped
backwards off the cliff. Thankfully he
managed to grab a handhold before
he disappeared over the 100m vertical
drop down to the river…
It was at this point we left the
Alaknanda valley. Our journey west
took us past the hydro-electric dam on
the Bhagirathi river/lake and the now
drowned town of Tehri. Even in the dark
the dam produced a sick feeling in the
pit of my stomach. It was absolutely
enormous and the engineering
required to conquer this monsoonal
(and holy) river has torn the valley
apart. This is the sad future for the
majority of the rivers we paddled; they
all have evidence of forthcoming dams.
Ironically our stay in New Tehri (re-built
farther up the valley) was interrupted by
the clatter of generators; their electricity
supply still isn’t reliable.
As our inspection of the upper
Bhagirathi uncovered another dam
under construction, we drove over
the 2000m pass into the Yamuna
valley. Our environment noticeably
altered to picturesque pine clad slopes
dotted with rhododendron blossom,
where Yamuna Forest Division politely
suggested we ‘Plant a tree, get
oxygen free’.
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Before the traipse down the terraced
slopes onto the Yamuna, we were
warned that this river had three gorges
that contained a narrow steep creek,
with the middle gorge being the
toughest. I should really have registered
concern when Andy, having paddled
this river on his previous visit to India,
sat this one out. But I was feeling
confident and a bit of mild persuasion
didn’t go amiss. I subsequently
discovered what steep creeking is all
about! There were no huge drops,
but the river kept up its apparently
ceaseless descent. There were landslide
portages, chest high bridges and four
swims, but I climbed out of this river
five hours later, completely exhausted
but victorious. I’d paddled a grade
4+/5 creek and completely and utterly
surprised myself with my paddling.
Brilliant! Who cares that most of us
simply didn’t have the energy to
complete the third gorge?
With every high, comes a collapse.
The following day we paddled the
upper Tons, situated in a beautiful
mountain valley with views of
the snow clad Himalayas. I was so
exhausted from the previous day that
I’ve only retained small snapshots of
this river; Mark chase-boating through
a ‘boof-or-die’; feeling incapable of
making a ferry glide and then having
a portage from hell; hiding in a cave
while lightening forked across the sky
and rain fell. We were on this river for

hours and it was apparently a powerful
grade 4+, but I must have been
paddling as a zombie – I can recall very
little of it.
We camped in a quiet, picturesque
grassy glade underneath pine trees. I
needed this rest and recuperation. The
promise of a mellow grade 2/3 day on
the lower Tons was just enough to keep
me on the river. Sadly it turned out to
be a false promise. The appearance of
the first grade 4 rapid was the start of
another astounding section of river.
However, the pace of the trip had taken
its toll and we crawled off the Tons
20km, six hours and eight (!!) swims
later in yet another rain storm.
At this point we headed into
Himachal Pradesh which was
marked by the sudden appearance
of numerous ‘English wine and beer’
shops. I’m not quite sure what they
were inferring about the English,
but their primary stock appeared to
be Chivas whisky. Our drivers were
enthralled by the appearance of
alcohol and were paralytic in the space
of an hour. They didn’t seem too well
the next day and our rush to leave the
worst hotel in India didn’t aid their
recovery time.
Next stop: the Sutlej. This river flows
from the Tibetan plateau and drains
a huge portion of the Himalayas
on its journey to Pakistan. By the
time the river arrives in Rampur it is

11

in height throughout the day. The
proximity of the lapping water still sent
several campers scurrying to higher
spots in the middle of the night.

already firmly classed as ‘big volume’.
We loaded the boats again with the
expectation of a couple of nights on
the river and set off late in the day. Our
first major rapid was met with some
dire paddling. Everyone completely
misjudged the loaded sluggish boats
and produced the worst lines, primarily
backwards. After an hour or so, we
found a camp spot accompanied by
friendly locals who were keen to help
with our wood collecting and give
warning about the night time rising
river levels. The Sutlej is dammed
upstream and noticeably changes

The following day was our final
on the river, but the Sutlej didn’t
disappoint. The river gradually
dissipated from big grade 4 pool-drop
rapids, with some heinous pourovers, to grade 3 wave trains. But the
finale was a spectacular gorge that
exited through a few metre wide gap,
producing one Very Big rapid. There’s
nothing like finishing a trip in style! All
that remained was some well deserved
tourism in Shimla, the British Raj-era
summer capital, and a very long and
dull drive back to Delhi.
Eleven days on the river broke
me, but I feel so privileged to have
experienced paddling in India.
Although all the rivers have the
advantage of being roadside, they were
considerably harder than I expected.
Even so, India is a cheap and supremely

rewarding destination for proficient
paddlers if they can cope with a lot of
curry, spicy-hot masala super noodles
and dodgy guts. But you have to be
quick; the rivers are disappearing under
dams as we speak….
Liz Garnett was joined in India
by Graham Bland, Claire CheongLeen, Chas Couchman, Dave ‘firm’
Hodgkinson, Simon Knox, Andy
Levick, Andy Newell, Heather Rainsley,
Mark Rainsley, Ol Renison and Dave
Surman. Team India would like to
thank Mark for being Mother and
taking us all on holiday.

Getting there:
We flew to Delhi with Gulf Air and Virgin for about £400 and
£500, respectively. The extra cost got you a direct flight and
a (much) larger weight limit. Paying the extra is well worth
the shorter travel time and the comfort of spare clothes.
Getting around:
Two small tourist coaches with roof racks were arranged
through Vaibhav Kala at Aquaterra Adventures (www.
treknraft.com or www.indianhimalayas.net) and cost £240
per person for two weeks, including fuel and road taxes.
The drivers were superb at keeping track of us down the
rivers and would magically appear when we were close
to breaking point. They basically made our trip as painless
as possible, but a fondness for Bangra is required. Viabhav
arranged our letter of explanation to the Kedarnath
Sanctuary for paddling on the Upper Alaknanda, Mandakini
and Pindar rivers. He was also invaluable for negotiating
with the Park Officials when we were stopped on the Pindar.
Once you are in India, costs are minimal. Every roadside
town has some kind of hotel or Government lodge (£2 to
£6 per room), although they can be very variable in their
quality and cleanliness. Riverside camping is no problem,
but expect to have an audience.
Maps:
Basic tourist maps published by Nest and Wings are
available through Blackwell Online and are called Himachal
Tourist Guide Map and the Guide Map of Uttaranchal, £5
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each. Topographic maps, or Tactical Pilotage Charts (TPC),
are available from www.omnimap.com/catalog/int/topo.
htm and cost $20.
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the Dart & the Tavy

By Simon Knox

Vicky on the Tavy

At the start of the run in to ‘Surprise Surprise’
the thought flashed through my mind that this
might not be such a good idea after all.
I couldn’t recall ever paddling the Dart this high before and
it had all ready bested two of our group. I hadn’t capsized all
day but surely it was just a matter of time? Then again I’d seen
Andy disappear down without any problems and there were
two boats to catch in front so down I went…
Twenty four hours earlier I was siting in front of my
computer making the final arrangements for Sundays
expedition. The gauge on www.dartcom.co.uk showed sixty
odd millimetres of train had fallen on Saturday which added
to the twenty something on Friday meant that despite the
fact it was July then the rivers or Dartmoor had to be running.
The 0530 start was tolerable, at least I’d arrange to meet
Andy at by the M4 less than half an hour from my house so
I wouldn’t have to drive all the way. Collecting Louise and
Vicky on the way we were soon on our way to Devon for
some summer boating.
Checking the Internet on the way it appeared another
twenty millimetres had fallen over Devon since midnight
and a flood warning had been issued by the EA. Reports on
www.ukriversguidebook.co.uk suggested the Upper Dart
might be around the third or fourth step (for those who
don’t know, that’s quite high). This convinced us to drive
straight on past the Dart to check out the Erme.

swim. The rest of the river passed without incident and we
only had to get out to inspect once.
Five kilometres of river later we decided that boating in
the summer means more tree dodging! Then we discovered
the flaw in my summer boating plan, one car means no
shuttle opportunity. As we’d used Andy’s car he got to walk
back from Harford Bridge to Hill Bridge fetch it (he managed
to hitch a lift for the last mile).
Consulting the map again we realised there was a short
cut across the moor to Dartmeet so we headed off to check
out the Upper Dart. On arrival we met some other boaters
who told us the levels had dropped to a more manageable
‘on the ledge’ level so we arranged to blag a shuttle off
them and put on the river.
The first few hundred metres brought huge grins to our
faces despite the weather that had taken a turn for the worse.
Rain and gray skies weren’t going to stop us enjoying this.
Soon I realised that the river was bigger than I thought
and probably bigger than any of us had paddled before. Still
it wasn’t that much bigger and everyone was enjoying it
didn’t seem like a problem.
As we started round the island at ‘Lucky Tor’ we soon
realised that it was a different beast to the normal low-

We didn’t need the chap from Kayaks & Paddles we
bumped into in Ivybridge to convince us it was too high to
put on, that much was obvious, however his suggestion of
the Middle Tavy seemed like a good idea. After consulting
one copy of English Whitewater, one AA road atlas and
Google Maps we managed to find the way to Hill Bridge.
None of had paddled the Tavy before and despite a few
butterflies we all decided we liked the look of it. The weir
below Hill Bridge was being rebuilt so we got on beneath
this and found a rather pleasant paddle. Rather like and
easier version of the Erme in fact.
The butterflies obviously got to Vicky as she went over
and got pushed against a wall resulting in an undeserved
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Louise on the Tavy
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At the pool following the rapid I was rather glad to find
Andy and have the opportunity to secure the runaway boat.
Taking a moment to catch our breath I realised what both
Andy and I had both done; essentially soloed a significant
portion of a river that had already handed out a beating
to two of our party and found it exhilarating! I wouldn’t
recommend it as a regular activity but I can see why Knees
seems to enjoy boat chases so much.

Vicky on the Tavy

medium levels we normally run the Dart at. Later on we
decided that it wasn’t huge, but at the tipping point where
the river changes character. Holes had formed that we
weren’t expecting to be there and it took a little more
concentration and effort than normal to avoid them.
Vicky unfortunately managed to get caught by one of
these holes, only to be knocked out of it by Louise. Whilst
she was attempting to roll Louise was surfing the hole
attempting to extricate herself to no avail.
With the help of the gentlemen we met at the get in
we quickly recovered both their boats and took a quick
breather. Despite the swims everyone wanted to carry on so
we headed off.
Things went much better between here and ‘Euthanasia
Falls’ everyone was on top form. Boofs worked, rolls worked
and apart from my brief surfing experience at the bottom of
one of the ledges we had no problems.

Shortly Vicky and Louise appeared on the opposite bank
and indicated that they were both going out walk out,
Louise’s shoulder hurt and they’d both had enough. With
the meat of the river over Andy and I decided to carry on
so I secured Louise boat well way from the river for later
retrieval and we headed off.
Reaching Newbridge Andy collected the car and I walked
back up the river to collect Louise’s boat. A walk that was
further than I expected. By the time I returned Vicky and
Louise had returned safely. Unfortunately Louise had taken
a bit of a beating; her face was bruised and her shoulder
was painful enough to require a sling. Despite this she
decided that she would rather head home then visit the
local hospital.
The journey home was only interrupted for a brief stop
at Andy’s parents to eat what felt like the most deserved
fish and chips ever. Eventually we arrived home around
midnight, nineteen hours later.
Louise visited A&E the following morning and
unfortunately it appears she’s partially dislocated her
clavicle. Hopefully she’ll recover quickly.

Deciding to take the hard left line down ‘Euthanasia’ we
went down one by one. As the last of the group to run it I
managed to reach the bottom upright to be greeted with
sight of Louise rolling (successfully) and Andy making sure
Vicky was safely on the bank.

Despite the end of the story being a downer I think
everyone enjoyed their summer boating, after all its not
often you get to paddle the Upper Dart in July.

Vicky was the unfortunate victim of a snapped set of
paddles. Despite a valient attempt to roll with only one blade
she ended up with a bruised finger and out of her boat.

Andy’s write-up: http://andywicks.wordpress.
com/2008/07/08/high-water-on-dartmoor/

When we sure she was safe Andy, Myself and Louise
started to chase Vicky’s boat. Unfortunately (and I didn’t see
what happened) Louise took another swim. Making sure
that she was okay Andy and I resumed the chase. This time
after two boats…

Photos: http://picasaweb.google.com/simon.knox/
Dartmoor672008

Finally a great big thank you to the guys who helped us
with boat recovery and the shuttle.

And that’s how I found myself watching Andy disappear
over the horizon line towards ‘Surprise Surprise’.
Following him down I took the left line and , to my
surprise, came through unscathed. Floating in the pool
before me was Vicky’s boat which I quickly tied to a branch
on the bank to stop it floating off. Heading off downstream
again I soon came across Louise’s boat pinned on a rock
above the next rapid. With no sight of Andy I realised we
would never be able to reach the boat where it was so I
rammed it off the rock and followed it down the river.
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Andy on the Tavy
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Sea Kayaking
in Cornwall

Summer is [was!] coming so, with the river levels
falling, why not try out a new paddling experience
with sand sea and surf. I hope this may give you
some idea of what you could expect.
Saturday March 31st found me on Maenporth Beach, just
outside of Falmouth with Yvonne and Nick waiting for
Simon Osbourne of Sea Kayaking Cornwall. Simon and
his partner Jeff Allen are both very well known in sea
kayaking circles, Simon for his solo circumnavigations of
Great Britain and Ireland and Jeff for circumnavigations of
Japan and South Georgia. We were about to start a two
day expeditioning weekend but, as the wind was blowing
force 5-6 and increasing and the rain was blowing in almost
horizontally, our options were limited.
We started by sorting out the equipment, which is first
class. Simon and Jeff use fibreglass Nigel Dennis Explorer
or Romany kayaks, top end Werner carbon fibre paddles
and will also supply all your other kit if necessary. I have
found that normal winter white water paddling kit under a
dry cag and trousers works best, other than in the summer.
You will be spending considerable amounts of time in the
water. I used a Romany S kayak which at 16ft long I find
easier to handle that the 17.5 ft Explorer. Simon explained
how to find the balance point of the boat and how to load
the boat to maintain its balance. We eventually packed
all of our paddling and camping kit into the boats and
launched into the bay. All went well until Simon suggested
that we poke our noses out of the bay and into the swell.
As we left the shelter of the headland the sea state became
very erratic and I got knocked over by a wave. Life became
extremely confused, my roll failed and two attempts to
release my spraydeck by pulling on my map case cord did

not have the desired effect. After what seemed an age I
eventually found the right handle and popped up to find
Simon next to me. He quickly got me back into the boat
and I suffered the ignominy of being contact towed back
into the bay. Not a good start.
Over a coffee we made some rapid decisions. As we were
all experienced campers, none of us felt the need to camp
that night in a gale. Yvonne and Nick had also found the
conditions challenging so we decided to stay in the bay and
practice rescues and some surfing. We also decided that we
all needed more work on our support strokes and in turning
the boats. The rescues went fine and we moved on to turning
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the boats. Unlike white water kayaks the sea kayaks do not
want to turn, especially into a strong wind. Simon explained
how in rough conditions you must edge the boat towards
the paddle and your sweep strokes become more of a
support stroke. We eventually began to get the hang of edge
the boat, forward sweep to your hips, low brace back, change
the edge, reverse sweep, high brace back and repeat. We
moved on to surfing learning how to edge onto the breaking
waves and go into the beach sideways before going on to
surfing down the waves using stern rudders/ stern support
strokes to try to keep the boats straight. Towards the end of
the day I picked up a perfect wave and swept in towards the
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beach. Unfortunately Nick suddenly appeared in
front of me. What I should have done is capsize
to avoid a collision. What I did do was to surf
over Nick’s back deck thus giving him a perfect
opportunity to practice his roll.
Sunday dawned with sunshine and only force 3-4
winds. We loaded up and paddled across Falmouth Bay to
Zone Point where the sea picked up as it swept past the
headland. After this excitement we headed into St Mawes
for a lunch of pasties. Crossing the shipping lanes we went
back towards Maenporth paddling across the wind and
practicing turning up and downwind. We then tried some
rock hopping close to the shore, in and around the reefs. A
much better day.

strokes on the way
and rounding the
Manacles we
stopped for lunch
at Porthoustock.
On the way back we
saw a seal and after
a slightly shorter day
treated ourselves to a
well earned pint in
the pub.

Thursday was another
perfect day and Simon
wanted to show us
some of the best of
Monday was the start of a five day Intermediate course.
Cornish sea kayaking so
Ken and I were the only people on the course so we got
we went to Lands End launching at Porthgwarra. Before we
lots of individual coaching. Once again we started in
launched we reviewed the navigation and tidal streams,as
Maenporth. The day was passed on rescues, self rescues
they can be fierce on this part of the coast. As we were
and reviewing all of the strokes as we paddled to Gyllynvase
on neap tides the tidal flows were not a problem and we
Beach. We again enjoyed some rock hopping on the way
were able to go up on the flood and back on the ebb. After
back before trying some rolling in the bay.
launching we were able to keep in close to the magnificent
As the forecast for the rest of the week was sunshine and
cliffs on this section and were soon having coffee in the
virtually no wind Simon
beach under the Minak
was keen that we spend
open air theatre. Off
the next day in the surf, so
again we passed four
we headed for Kennack
more headlands before
Sands on the Lizard.
landing on rocks for lunch
The surf was running at
at Pothguarnon. On our
3-4ft so Ken and I were
return to Porthgwarra we
delighted when Simon
had a large audience of
decided that Hale might
spectators as we again
be a better option. Back
practiced our rolling and
in the van and off to Hale,
bracing. When it was
where we found near
time to land I confidently
perfect conditions but
approached the beach,
a strong westerly wind.
popped the spray deck
After a morning surfing
got one leg over the side
we tried to paddle to St
Details of the many courses available can be
of the boat ready to bring
Ives for lunch. The swell
found on www.seakayakingcornwall.com and
the other leg out and
was quite large and it was
do not forget a sun hat and plenty of sun cream.
promptly got tipped out
disconcerting to see ones
into two foot of water,
companions one minute, when on the top of the wave, and much to the amusement of the children on the shore.
loose them the next as you went into a trough. Sandwiches
Friday saw us a Cadgwith, a very pretty working fishing
on the beach were deemed to be a better option and
village, preparing to paddle around Lizard Point. The
after a rest it was back into the surf. At long last my roll was
scenery here is magnificent with huge caves to explore and
beginning to work and I began to really relax and enjoy
plenty of opportunity, in the right conditions, to keep close
myself. That evening we had a session in the pool and my
to the cliffs. It was another memorable day, looking out for
confidence took another leap forward.
the seals and also the basking sharks that the fishermen had
Ken, who had made it clear at the start of the week that he seen the previous day. Ken and Simon both tried fishing but
was not there for an adrenaline rush firmly stated that he did it was too early for mackerel so we ended up barbequing
not want to go surfing again. That was fine with me and we
mussels on the beach for lunch. Back in Cadgwith we
decided to go back to the Lizard. We launched at Coverack,
ended a perfect week with pints in the wonderfully
turned left and headed for the Manacles in bright sunshine
atmospheric pub.
and a calm sea. There was plenty of time to practice our
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Chertsey Weir
Chertsey is the epitome of summer
Thames paddling, it gives a great
venue to keep paddle fit and keep
that smile firmly on your face.

Directions
From Oxford your best bet is to go
M40 then M25 and to come off at J11
(M25/M3 junction). From there follow
the signs for Chertsey and Shepperton.
After a couple of roundabouts you
eventually go over a set of traffic
lights and past Snow and Rock to
a T Junction. At the T Junction go
right and over Chertsey bridge. If you
look left here you can see the weir.
Immediately after the bridge you can
go right into a car park or left and park
up where you can.

The Weir
The weir is a long curved affair
sandwiched between Cherstey bridge
and the M3 bridge. The drop is pretty
small with most of the gates being
small radials and a few board gates. The
famous Chertsey pourover is fairly easy
to spot almost dead centre in the weir
complex, the water funnelled into the
drop by a pair of breeze block walls and
controlled by a radial at the top.

Levels
The Thames needs to be at its extremes.
The pourover needs Hurley to be on
0-1 gate. To get the wave going Hurley
needs to be on a high 4 or Shepperton
needs to be up to 10 gates.

Description
This weir is known primarily for two
things, its pourover and its squirt
boating. As for the squirt boating the
left hand side looking upstream can
produce a great squirt boat eddyline.
When this is not on then the pourover
comes into play.
The pourover is pretty small, falling
less than a metre and is not much
wider. Its also pretty friendly, usually
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Matt
Attree

spitting out the inverted to the safety
of the large eddies. What it does give
is a great place to learn and perfect
a wide variety of freestyle moves in a
safe friendly feature.
After a bit of practice you can link a
shed load of cartwheels together, pretty
much until your arms feel like they will
fall off! You can get some really steep
blasts both forward and backward,
loops will go big and then you step
into the realms of the ridiculous. With
practice a huge number of cutting
edge moves will go. I have managed
Phonix Monkies (360 degree bow
pirouette into a loop), Mc Nasties (back
blast into a loop)and Lunar Orbits (360
degree stern pirouette into ends) to
name but a few.
When the Thames gets high
Chertsey can produce a wave/hole
along its length. This is OK but there
are better places to paddle when the
Thames gets up to this level.
In short this place is great fun and
well worth the drive (it’s about an
hour from Oxford) with the chance to
try out new moves in a relaxed and
friendly environment.

Warning!
This is, I’m afraid a bit of a car theft
hotspot so make sure you hide those
valuables (common sense really!).
The Lockie also does not appreciate
people climbing on the weir and
jumping into the pourover- whilst
allegedly this is great fun he has been
known to shut the pourover when he
has caught people doing it.

Eye candy

Matt at Chertsey weir

The following are some links to bits of video that will give you an
idea of what its like and whether you fancy giving it a go!
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=J0aO4_LaaBQ
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UHLFileMeWg
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3E8-XaWj9e8&eurl=http%3A//
wwtccnews.blogspot.com/
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Lines written for the
wedding of Lord and Lady
Gill-Geraghty of Wantáge

A name like Gill`s not hard to find
Words that rhyme and please the mind.
It takes research through all one`s faculties
To find a word to rhyme with Gerachty!!
I fear, dear friends, I`ve not succeeded
To find the words so sorely needed.
Let me then, take a while,
To reminisce and cause a smile.
To snatch a thing `twixt nuptial bliss,
To think of moments hard to miss!!
Leekayakmad always enthralls
By swimming o`er Surmanator Falls!!
As if to celebrate ill fated luck,
His choice of words, “You fat…duck!!”
And speaking of that noble bird,
I could not fail to say a word
Upon Miss Keira`s dainty dish
Where she chose the poultry over fish.
Bathed in an ambience so serene,
The chewing more like neoprene!!
If there`s a heaven for arboriculturists
It`s surely true Lee would not be missed.
To stride boldly forth and identify
A Quercus robur from a Pseodotsuga
menziesii.
I can no longer speak with candour
About his trials in Uganda.
Despite good luck and loads of wishes,
`Bove Bujagali he met the fishes.
And just to keep him company,
Last day, last rapid, was joined by me.
Ah, Lee `n` Keira!! Where `ere you gain
Together through life`s long wave train.
May breakouts all be cool and tight
And every hole remain.. Upright!!
The Surmanator Kayak Laureate
The Necky Orbit Fish Foundation for
Culture in Kayaking.
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««

Dave Surman
2 volcanoes paddled
2 boats broken. Wanna buy
a Burn?
2 hospitals visited
1 thumb dislocated
Rivers paddled
Headwaters-UpperUpper-TopLower Pacuare
Reventazon Florida section
Pejibaje

1 Boa Constrictor seen
1 black eye
5 Coatis seen
1 hospital overnight
1 3 hour horse shuttle in

Lower Orosi
Sucio
Upper Sarapiqui
Toro-Recreo Verde-Upper

1 tropical thunderstorm
paddled
Loadza flowering Bromeliads
And everything dandy.

People
Fred, Andy, Doug, Me,
Phil n Lucille
Pura Vida dudes
Full report next edition.

Advance Notice
SEPT 20-21. Provisional to be confirmed
Possible Pyranhafest trip to Tryweryn P.Y.C.C, KCCers welcome
OR
Provisional Plastic Fantastic at Nene (Freestlye and Boatercross). Contact me if interested.
SEPT 28 (SUN) OCKFEST. OCK BOATERCROSS-WAVEHOPPER RACE
2PM AT CLUB.Triple Header Pathfinders V Riverside V KCC
Followed by a BYO BBQ

»»

Surmantor Update

Summary of action:
Costa Rica

Please let me know in advance if you can help and or would like to enter.

OCT 5th (SUN) PYCC TRIP TO NENE
Finally. I have booked a bunkhouse in Buckfastleigh (16 beds) primarily to run a PYCC DART
LOOP for the first Saturday night of November (check date). There will obviously be many beds
spare. If you would like to come and help or do your own thing, loop, upper or whatever, please
let me know in advance so that it can pay for itself.
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Kayak

Uganda
A car was coming towards us.
Suddenly it swerved straight at a cyclist.
The cyclist was unfazed. The car dodged
the pothole and careered onward on
the crumbling road.
Suddenly we stopped, I got out and
walked back. There was a hand basin
by the side of the road and an upright
concrete circle. I walked back to the
car. Two crossings of the equator in
one day!
This was Uganda, green bunches
of bananas being pushed on bicycles
along the uphill road, fields of sugar
cane, the manicured fields of tea, the

occasional brick kiln.
Slowly it gave way
to forest covering
mountains. Then the
road crested and
revealed the wide
flat expanse of the
rift valley with 5000
m mountains on the
other side.
We were coming back to Mweya
safari lodge from a game drive when a
couple of park rangers stopped us just
outside the gates. “There’s a leopard in
the undergrowth”. It put its head out to
have a look right next to my open car

by Fred Wondre

window. By the time the camera was
pointing in its direction there were just
its distinct spots among the greenery.
We drove down to a quiet spot by the
small brown river about the size of Swift
ditch.. I was in Uganda, the other side
was a mass of dense bush – the Congo.
My kayak was in the
back of the Landcruiser
but there were five
restive hippos just
upstream, a sixth had
wandered off into the
bush. I managed to
curb my curiosity.
Lying back in my
hammock I started to
think of the big water
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waiting for me, I started to train and had
another swig from the bottle of Nile
Special beer.
The White Nile was a bit higher
than I had seen it last year. It was still
thundering over the many rapids and
the two big ones: Bujagali Falls and
Silverback. At Silverback the White Nile
splits into four channels. One of them,
the Ugly Sisters has been closed off by
the dam construction. Now Silverback
is even bigger. On my first day I rolled
in on Silverback, rolled up and finished
the rapid in a wild flush of excitement.
The dam will be finished in six years
time – a few more runs yet.

A run down the Nile with the rafts.
The Spaniards, mostly girls, were having
a great time being tossed out of the
rafts or jumping in to cool off. Surf
City, 50/50 flashed past. There was a lot
of thunder and lightening then really
heavy rain. We got off in the small eddy
just a few feet above the monster that
is Itunda. Itunda is bigger than anything
on the Grand Canyon and is one of
three branches, Kalagala and Hypoxia
being the other two.
Another run down the Nile. Meet
the rafts on the flat water. Round the
corner, past Ribcage, a few smaller
drops and then we headed for the big

side of Bujagali Falls. Run just right of
the curly wave, down the big drop. I
rolled in and washed over the smaller
drop immediately after it. I rolled – but
nothing happened. In the greenish
murk my right hand felt for the angle of
the blade but all I could feel was just the
jagged stump of the paddle shaft.
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KCC Annual General Meeting
10th November 2008 at Wantage Cricket Club
Charlton Village Road, Wantage
Start: 8 pm
Agenda
•

Apologies

•

Minutes of last AGM

•

Reports –
o Chairman (including hut report)
o Secretary
o Treasurer
o Editor
o Equipment Officer

•

Twinning Report – Dave Surman

•

Review of membership and hire fees*

•

Election of club committee members, the following will be standing down:
o Neil Murton – Chairman
o Iain Shield – Editor

•

Club Trophies, nominations are required for:
o

The Waterline Cup - awarded to the year’s best beginner.
 last year awarded to Lorna Carr

o

The Julian Howells Trophy – awarded to the most improved paddler
 last year awarded to Lisa Parke

o

KCC Trash of the Year Award - awarded to the most spectacular swim
 last year awarded to Liz Garnett

o

The Outstanding Achievement Award
 This was not awarded last year

* Note that as part of the discussions on membership and hire fees the following motion
will be tabled: “The club membership fee for any first-time member joining after 1st July will
be reduced by £10 for that year.”

COULD LAST YEARS WINNERS PLEASE RETURN THE TROPHIES!

The meeting will be followed by refreshments and a presentation from
Simon Knox: “India – Easter 2008”

